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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES 
1. SECTION-A contains objective type questions. 

SECTION-B contains short answer type questions. 2 
SECTION-C contains descriptive answer type questions. 3. 

4. Attempt ALL questions. 

SECTION-A 

1. Fill in the blanks True/ False (10 x 1 = 10) 

a) 1s a feeling of having more than required physical facilities. 

b) Justice is Harmony in . 

. 

c) We should not operate only on the basis of pre... 

d) Physical facilities are necessary but.... for humans. 

sfsa Hy3t HOY BEd Hgot T5, HOTa 

e) Existence is submerged in space. 
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1I am responsible for the nurture, protection 
and I 

This feeling of responsibility is called as . 

Body. 

..hECI 

forar Hier 

gThe value "care" is related with body. 

h) Respect is right evaluation. 

i) There are four orders in Nature. 

yfadst feT FTT HÈH J5| 

j) Holistic systems ensure utilization of local resources and expertise. 

SECTION-B 
(5 x 4= 20) 

2. What is the need of Value-Education? 

3. What do you mean by SVDD, SSDD and SSSS? How is the transformation 

possible from SSDD to SSSS? 

T5 SVDD, SSDD T SSSS H ? SSDD SSSS Te 

3UTT SVDD, SSDD m SSSS at HS5T J7 SsDD SSSs sa er 



4. What do you understand by definitiveness of ethical human conduct? Why is this 
definitiveness desirable? 

fa tet ar 
5. Explain Competence in Professional-Ethics. 

6. What is the meaning and purpose of Self-Exploration? 
za-3qU 3R 377 ? 

SECTION-C (5x 6 = 30) 

There are five questions in this section. Attempt all questions 
7. Describe in brief the salient values in human relationships. 

OR 
What are the programmes to ensure Health? 

8. Human being is co-existence of Self and Body, explain. 

OR 

How is a human-being co-existence of Self and Body? Explain Pre-conditioning, 
Sensation and Natural-Acceptance. 

THT it rr -37fT ? T-HRa, Fa4I TR TFf% 
atptd HHETT I 

HfUH-HIEafdsi HHETEI YTE-HT3T, HEeST ME HoH-RIeatdT HHETE 
9. Compare the four orders in Nature on the basis of their salient aspects. 
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OR 

What do you mean by reaction and response? Give some examples. 

feti 
10. What is happiness and prosperity? What are the wrong notions about attaining 

happiness and prosperity? 

? 

OR 

What is the expense of human living? Why it is necessary to understand harmony 
at all levels? Critically evaluate the current state of living at the level of Self 

? T H HTUT JT3 

11. What are the problems faced due to these wrong notions about happiness and 

prosperity? 

JutHT J6 

OR 

What do you mean by Animal Consciousness and Human Consciousness? How is 

the transformation possible from Animal Consciousness to Human Consciousness? 

Note : Disclosure of Identity by writing Mobile No. or Making of Passing 
request on any page of Answer Sheet will lead to UMC against the Student. 


